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PHASX

A QUANTUM LEAP IN STUDIO MONITOR TECHNOLOGY

PHASX

A True Paradigm Shift in
Nearfield and Midfield Monitoring

Produce World Class Tracks
Right On Your Desktop!

A Totally New Way to Overcome
Room Acoustics!

Amazing Clear Deep Bass down to
30Hz With No Sub

The Shadocaster® Line from Phasx
redefines the meaning of Audio Monitoring.
Phasx systems help produce World Class
Results that have never been possible on a
desktop before. You’ll be astonished at new
creative insights and workflow efficiencies
that you could never experience outside of a
top end Studio Control Room.
We offer complete Shadocaster based systems over a wide range of price points designed to make Phasx technology available to
everyone. Whether you’re a first year media
student, an emerging artist, or a seasoned
producer, there is a Phasx system that will
revolutionize the way you work and the place
you work in.

The Patented shape of Phasx Shadocaster®
Speakers is entirely purpose driven. The
shape is designed to accomplish three critical acoustic tasks:
First: The shelves under each driver prevent
first reflections from appearing on the desktop. This stops the comb-filtering problems
formerly inherent to all desktop setups.
Second: The Pyramid shapes added to the
shelves are there to pre-diffuse the sound
before it hits the room’s walls. This has the
same effect as placing acoustic diffusion
material on the wall.
Third: Deflection panels on the lower front
of each speaker redirect reflections coming
from the users themselves (or their chairs)
so that the reflected sound never arrives at
the users’ ears.

All Phasx Systems are true 3-Way (Woofer,
Midrange and Tweeter).
With modern DSP crossovers and highest
quality ClassD amps dedicated to every driver (a feature of all Phasx products), there is
just no good reason to run a legacy 2-way
Speaker in a professional environment anymore.
As to Bass: We believe that any full range
audio monitor needs to be able to play the
open B on a 5 string Bass Guitar (31 Hz) in
order to be full range. Accordingly, all Phasx
products, system or stand-alone, come with
a 10 Band User Configurable PEQ system in
order to handle the inevitable room resonances below 150Hz that usually plague low
bass resolution in untreated rooms.

Phasx desktop audio production systems are not only a great value but
are revolutionizing the way we create, listen to, and share music.

THE PHASX SHADOCASTER LINE:
Patented Self-Diffusing Studio Monitor Systems

300 Series

600 Series

150 series

Why Phasx?
“The Phasx PX600 is the most dynamic, impacting, transparent and authentically accurate nearfield system I
have heard-with great soundstage depth and purity of tone. It has power to spare and goes down deep. It’s a
reference-quality speaker that can also be used effectively as a midfield. Their technologies actually Work: anti-comb-filtering, high headroom amplifiers, low distortion tweeter, and accurate voicing. It makes my job as a
mastering engineer infinitely better.”
Bob Katz Mastering Engineer, Digital Domain, Orlando, Fl, engineer of Grammy-winning albums, author of best
selling booksincluding, ”mastering Audio:The Art and the Science, Third Edition.”

Recording And Monitoring Technology For The 21st Century
Professional Audio and Audio for Video creators are adopting toward ITB (In The Box) production in
greater numbers every day. PC Based DAW’s, with their ultra-sophisticated Mixing and Mastering sub-systems, have become better and more flexible with every passing month. Special Purpose Plug-Ins have been
improving by leaps and bounds, often transforming financially unobtainable functions to very low cost overnight. The same is happening with every class of Studio and Recording Hardware. Quality Audio (and Video)
Production becomes more affordable every day.
Monitor Speakers, however, are one of the few classes of hardware that have remained stuck in the past.
Given a room with excellent acoustic design and treatment, the classic studio monitor of the past is still a
great tool. While there are still great studios out there, most Audio/Video people work either in an Editing
Booth environment, or at home on a desktop. And the fact is, Legacy Monitor Speaker Designs were just not
meant for these modern conditions.
Phasx Monitor Systems, on the other hand, were designed from the ground up to operate in largely untreated domestic rooms or in very small spaces such as editing booths and mini-production vans.
We started with our Patented Shadocastertm Technology, which eliminates Desktop Comb Filtering and
“Pre-Diffuses” the drivers’ acoustic output to the room. Shadocaster is a purely shape based technology
which uses no DSP or any kind of Psycho-Acoustics to achieve its astonishing sound field.   
Then we created a complete Audio Recording “Ecosystem” that incorporates every sophistication and
convenience of a World Class Audio Control Room, and connects seamlessly to the DAW and PC family of
your choice, with only one cable.    

The PX300 Comprehensive Authoring Suite

The Included ADIO 300 System Controller

The First Self Diffusing, DSP Driven Studio Monitor
Patented Acoustics Deliver A Superlative SoundStage

DSP delivers Flat Frequency Response,Wide Band Width,
and Phase Linearity

3 Way Custom Drivers Ensure Ultra Low Distortion, Deep Bass
And High Power Handling

ADIO: The Desktop Control Room
One Plug & Done!

Our Goal from the start has been to make World Class audio production accessable to every artist. That meant creating a comprehensive user
friendly system that compliments and completes your favorited DAW software. Our ADAIO600 and ADIO300 units seamlessly integrate your
DAW’s virtual world and the real world of production with top quality Input, Output, Record, Playback , and flexible Monitoring. The ADI0600 and
ADIO300 are in 2-Space Rack Mount Packages, the ADIO150 is integrated into the Desktop SoundBase.

The ADIO lets you do almost anything ITB (In The Box) that you could do in a traditional project studio. It features stellar quality analog inputs
and outputs, combined with worry free ASRC on every digital input and output. Any digital input is automatically converted to the Current DAW
rate you have set; no further user intervention is ever needed for perfect, de-jittered digital input to your DAW. Interfacing any of the ADIOs with
your computer requires only a single USB connection, and if your computer or laptop is fast enough to handle the DAW, then it is certainly fast
enough to handle the ADIO!

Make Your Music Go Boom!

Phasx Bass Technologies:Two Different Ways To Put 30 Hz Right On Your Desktop

Unlike just about any desktop monitor ever made, all
Phasx studio monitors reproduce bass below 30Hz!
That’s right, under 30 Hz on your desktop without
the need for any additional subwoofers whatsoever.
Translation; you’ll experience bass response that is
vastly better integrated into your music, and with the
PX600 system, fully preserve IALD/IATD well below 28Hz!
In the 600 Series, an internal 6.5 Woofer/Subwoofer in 4th order bandpass handles bass from 125 Hz to
below 30 Hz, and does so at a surprisingly high SPL !

The Space-saving 300 Series approaches bass differently: In
the standard system, a center-placed downfiring sealed box
(model SB300) with two 5.5 inch woofer/subwoofers handles
the bass down to 30Hz. The desktop centered position guarantees that there will be no “false imaging” that can result
from non-symettrical sub-woofers. Also, every 300 series system can be instantly upgraded to true stereo 3-way by adding an optional second SB300 anytime. No software upgrade
needed! The 150 Series integrates electronics with the centered downfiring sealed box woofer/subwoofer.

Phasx Technologies Systems APPS
iPad Apps
Full 24 Bit Resolution

Iphone/Ipad
Not Included
Iphone/Ipad
Not Included

S600B employs a wireless control APP for a Quantum
Leap in the art of the Possible!

Wired APPs for PX Systems make HUGE improvements in
Workflow and Decision Making Efficiency!

Case in point: Digital Inputs for a stand-alone Studio Monitor. Everyone
would love to use nothing but digital for Studio Monitoring, but there is a
problem. If you have to use a volume control BEFORE you hit the monitor,
you will be reducing the effective Bit-Depth of the Monitor.
    So, we created a (non-audio) Bluetooth CONTROL APP that runs the
volume controls deep inside your S600 Monitor Pair immediately before
the N-CoreTM Power Amps, so that full 24bit resolution is held constant
throughout the audio signal chain!
The APP runs on any iPhone (Android coming soon) and handles lots of
adjustments including built in room EQ filters for low frequency resonance
control.

The PX Systems all benefit from a much more comprehensive set of iPad APPs.
These are wired APPs (for speed and reliability) that can handle all the input and
output switching and level setting tasks. They also make it possible to change
the ADIO600, ADIO300, and ADIO150 to a true, comprehensive routing system
(any in to any or all outs). The APPs also provide super-fast store and recall of
system set ups, model and simulation packets, and much, much more! Equal
level comparison of multiple speakers, wired and simulated, and extremely easy
set up and use, providing all the benefits of a high end monitor controller in the
same system.

The APP is the Engineer For Every Phasx System
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The Phasx PX Series APPs were created to bridge the “Engineering Gap” in home
based recording and mixing. Every Commercial Studio Facility and almost any
Project Studio Facility has at least a small weekly budget for engineering.But in
the 21st Century, most Studios are Home Studios and the budget for weekly engineering is Zero. Zip. Nada. So the artist must be an engineer as well as an artist.
But we wanted to take a different approach, one where the APP is the Engineer!
We designed the PX Series APPs to seriously reduce the need for Engineering attention in a home studio or mobile/temporary environment.   The Apps
make switching, routing, monitor control, and even talkback functionality simple
enough for any newcomer to quickly master.
Most importantly of all, the APPs provide the user with CONFIDENCE in every part
of the signal path by displaying status, level, and clipping/limiting information for
every part of the signal path.
All of which means that the APPs save you time, eliminate uncertainty, and above
all reduce engineering Pain to almost zero!

Phasx Technologies Patented Acoustic Pinpoint®
Acoustic Pinpoint™ is the Phasx solution for the
continuity problems facing every video and film editor.

Acoustic Pinpoint™ gives Phasx users the consistent, dead-accu-

rate sound they need to do delicate Audio Continuity work day after day. The Phasx engineering team developed a distinctive, stylish
“gunsight” mounted in alignment with the driver. Just by looking
through the sight until the midrange driver’s phase plug is centered
in the inner circle, the user can position the speakers in relation to
his or her ears repeatably time after time.
Acoustic Pinpoint Positioning ensures sonic consistency from session to session. You will face the monitor in exactly the same way
every time just by sighting through Acoustic Pinpoint to the midrange driver’s phase plug.

Because the tonal characteristics of any speaker change noticeably
depending on whether they are pointed at you or slightly off to one
side, or if one of the two speakers is further away from your ears
than the other. If your ears aren’t in the same absolute position each
time you use your monitors, what you hear won’t be consistent from
one session to the next, and coninuity problems
become continuity nightmares. With Acoustic Pinpoint combined
with Shadocaster resolution, Continuity becomes so much easier
that you can almost skip the headphones!

Virtual Playback Simulation
VPS™
One of the most challenging aspects of producing audio in the 21st Century is the
staggering amount and variety of Playback Devices in the hands of consumers. How
do you know that your production works on all these platforms?   In the past, a good
monitor controller/switcher combined with a one or more Auratones and Yamaha
NS-2’s did the trick. (Well, that and a few dozen trips to the CD player in the car.) All
Phasx PX systems include Equal Level comparison of small powered speakers needed
to do things in the classic way.
The only hope of “sound sampling” from the dozens of playback devices categories
that you might consider is Simulation.   Device Simulation is not new, and there are
lots of plug-ins in the world that can do it, but there are, as far as we know, none that
are built around known acoustics, known listener position, and the ability to change
operational speaker characteristics, such as crossover point, at the touch of a button!
We call it Virtual Playback Simulation or VPS for short.
Using the VPS function available in every PX Series APP, you can test the durability,
intelligibility, or just plain musicality of your work on 5 or 10 core device types in a
matter of seconds. The Apps all come with ten preloaded simulations covering all
sorts of playback device types, and you can order more as you need them!

Is It A Hit On Any PLatform?

Chances are the first time a Producer hears your music
it will be on a Cell Phone.

Room Correction
The unique shape of all Phasx Shadocaster™ Monitors effectively minimizes the effects of near field First Reflections by re-directing them to a less harmful direction. But the
shape does more than just re-direct. It also adds diffusion to the reflected audio. The result is that Shadocaster Monitors are much more immune to room acoustics than any
other commercial freestanding monitor ever made.
Shadocaster technology works on the mid and high frequencies down to around 125Hz or so, but room problems don’t stop at 125 Hz! In fact, most domestic rooms
have one or two really horrible resonance points that eliminate any hope of accurate bass in your mix.
With a large budget and a fixed location (now things of the past) the “right” approach would be to use bass traps. But a practical approach to adaptable resonance control
is the use of very high quality, very high Q Parametric EQ’s to “notch out” the offensive room boom.
Every Phasx system, even the standalone S600B, offers ten user programmable Parametric Room EQ sections which can be saved and recalled as complete groups for
multiple rooms. Room EQ freeware programs (such as the ubiquitous REW) can quickly provide the needed parameters, or the advanced user can cook their own.

S600B Stand Alone Studio Monitor
with Wireless Bluetooth Control

The PX600 uses bespoke Hypex
NCore® power amplifiers and top
of the line Cirrus Logic & DACs,
with Analog Devices DSP at the
heart of the system.

Anti-Comb Filter, Self-Difussing Shadocaster Technology
Presenting our flagship stand alone monitor, the Phasx S600B.
•
•
•
•
•

True 3-way Operation. All Phasx Systems are either true 3-way or a very close pseudo 3-way, and all will reach 30 Hz right on the desktop!
Our Free Bluetooth Control APP controls a pair of S600B’s. The APP runs multiple Settings, Voicing Presets, Pink Noise generator, Room EQ, and more. Most importantly, the control allows volume setting and trimming on your iPhone, preserving 24 Bit depth until just before the power amplifiers. At last, using S/PDIF signal to
directly drive your monitor inputs is truly practical! And at any bit rate depth to 192/24 automatically!
A Set of three diagnostic LED’s contantly monitor the power output level of the Tweeter, Midrange, and Woofer Channels. Signal Present = GREEN. 3dB below Compression = YELLOW. 1dB below Compression = RED. All powered speakers use compressor/limiters to protect the drivers. No one but us, as far as we know, tells you
when you are hearing the speaker’s compression.
Balanced Analog inputs are implemented using the Jensen/That Corp InGenius input Stage. It’s the best known transformerless Balanced input configuration, and one
of the very few that can stand up to the pristine analog outputs of a vintage console at up +19 dBm.
S/PDIF input is managed by a Cirrus input stage followed by an Analog Devices ASRC, which means you can input any bit-rate depth from 32 kHz 8 bit to 192kHz 24
bit and the unit will noislessly accomodate!

The Phasx S600B is perfect for the established Commercial Studio or the advanced artist’s Project Studio.

S600B Analog & Digital Inputs

Left to Right:
• ANALOG INPUT: InGenius® Transformerless Analog Line Input Circuit, works with Balanced (XLR/
Ring-Tip-Sleeve) or Unbalanced (Ring/Tip) 90dB + CMRR at all audio frequencies ~103 dB SNR
• +4dBu/-10dBv VCA Controlled level switch with better than .5dB acccuracy
• Phasx Port: Update firmware with any USB memory stick. Also used for service diagnostics
• COAX-S/PDIF Left/Right Switch set for digital operation from S/PDIF or Phasx ADIO source
• S/PDIF INPUT: Digital Input with full Asychronous Rate Conversion which enables operation at any
bit rate/depth from 32kHz/8bit to 192kHz/24bit. 96kHz/24bit is Native. Applies significant jitter
reduction and operates automatically with noise free switching on rate change. Phasx Exclusive
Bluetooth Remote preserves bit depth to 24bit until just before internal power amplifiers!
• S/PDIF LINK: “Jumper” to be wired over to the 2nd ADIO600B in the S/PDIF pair
• S600 ADIO INPUT/COMM: Digital signal input and bi-directional communications port for the Phasx
ADIO600 System Controller.
• Chassis Grounding point and IEC Universal Mains Input

Phasx Signal Sentinel

Nearly every Self-Powered Speaker ever made has Driver Protection built in. So at some point you are going to be listening to protection/compression in the speaker
rather than to your recording. The biggest problem with that is that you don’t know when speaker compression is coming on! We decided to take the mystery out of
the equation.
The S600B has three separate signal handling channels, one each for Tweeter, Midrange, and Woofer. Each channel has its own status light which changes color according to signal:
•
•
•

GREEN for Signal Present
YELLOW for Peaks at 2 dB below Protection/Compression
RED for Peaks entering Protection/Compression

The boost in signal confidence of this feature ended up being so popular with our beta users that we put the same function in the iPad APPs for all our other products
as well!

PX600 Nearfield/Midfield Desktop
Authoring System

The PX600 uses custom Hypex NCore®
power amplifiers and top of the line
Cirrus Logic & Burr-Brown DACs.

The PX600 System
The PX600 combines our Flagship Monitor, The S600B, with the ADIO600, a Highly Automated, Multi-channel Signal I/O and Routing System for use with a Computer
Based DAW.
The result is an extremely flexible and comprehensive Audio Authoring Solution that’s simple to set up and run, and requires little to no engineering experience to maintain the highest quality results long term.
The PX600 system was designed from the ground up to provide the user with a very high level of confidence in work flow quality at every stage of a project. From the
start, we knew that our users were much more likely to be music professionals than engineering professionals, and would need a much more intuitive approach to the
process of mix, re-mix, and mastering than ever before. This meant that we had to reduce all details and complexity to the point where a rank beginner could process
and rapidly improve, while affording the seasoned professional with all the flexibility that might be needed.

The PX600 system reimagines the role of monitoring in the 21st Century. Combining everything you need into one
streamlined package, it requires only a single USB connection to your DAW.

Phasx ADIO600

The Phasx ADIO600 is a brand-new class of studio hardware: We integrated a World Class Multichannel Computer Audio Interface with a very
advanced Studio Monitor Controller and Room EQ System. Then we placed it all under the control of a comprehensive set of Command and Control
iPad Apps designed to let you monitor and control every aspect of your systems performance and connectivity.
Here are just a few of the many benefits of the ADIO600:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Digital Inputs are processed through an Analog Devices Asynchronous Rate Converter so that you never have to even think about Source or Destination Bit
Rate/Depth. Everything is automatically converted to the bit rate you selected at your DAW.   
The indispensable PADR-2 Desktop Remote Control is included as standard.
A pair of InGenius® Balanced Analog Inputs are standard
An HDMI “Throughput” allows you to import up to 8 PCM audio signals at once, at any bit depth/rate up to 192/24 (even if they are all different!)
Two separately controllable headphone amplifiers are included
An Equal Level Adjustable A/B comparator provides the ultimate in “Auratone/NS10” type comparison with both real and simulated external third party Powered Monitors.
“Listen In” features let you check source quality during tracking/recording without disturbing your DAW in any way.
A simple but fully functional Talkback system for tracking is built in
A simple switch changes the unit’s functionality from DAW Interface to traditional Monitor Controller with Balanced Analog or AES/EBU Digital Inputs.
Through the use of the free iPad APP, advanced users can morph the user friendly “switchbox” persona of the ADIO600 into a fully capable routing system (any

Phasx PADR-2 Desktop Remote and iPhone/iPadApp

Iphone/Ipad
Not Included

ALL Phasx PX Systems come with a free downloadable APP that provides
(along with many others) the following core benefits:
A Universal Access page in the APP helps maintain user confidence in quality by visually monitoring the level and routing of every input and output,
and gives the user access to a configurable Room EQ system capable of
storing and recalling EQ data for up to 10 rooms.
A Switching/Comparison Page provides all the functionality of a sophisticated Studio Monitor Controller and allows equal level comparison.
A Routing Page Allows the user friendly ADIO600 chassis to be morphed
into a fully configurable Signal Routing System where any input can drive
any or all outputs.
Individual gain controls for every input and output can be easily accessed
and stored in any of 10 available system projects presets for instant recall.

The PADR-2 is a simple, wired Desktop Remote Control for both the
ADIO300 and the ADIO600. It allows the user to perform all the most
common and useful switching and control actions available from the
ADIO platform.
Volume and Mute
L-R Balance in 0.2dB increments
Stereo/Mono Switching
Instant switching (with inter-switch muting) between Mains, High
Pass Mains, Monitor Phones, Aux Powered Speakers and two Simulations
Talkback Mic and Switching
Gain, Status, and Over-limit indicators and display

THEN: Vintage Studio Authoring
Until recently the ONLY way to mix at home was to build a Project Studio. Even the smallest Project Studio required dozens of components, hundreds of feet of
wire, and lots of expensive engineering and acoustic skills. Even if you could afford to build it, maintaining a Project Studio properly meant at least one part time
technician and tons of your time. That’s why the traditional Project Studio was out of reach for all but the most successful recording artists.

THEN: Mixing and Mastering Required Dedicated Space,Dozens of Components And Constant Engineering

NOW: Phasx Desktop Authoring
Recent advances in DAW and Plug-In Technology have eliminated the need for most of the complexity and clutter of an at home mixing mastering system. With
the development of our Patented Shadocaster line of Self Diffusing Studio Monitors, the last barrier to effective Home Audio Authoring has been overcome. At a
single desktop listening position, Shadocaster Acoustics combined with Phasx Low Frequency Room EQ means that the acoustics of any quiet domestic room will
become your gateway for Mixing, Tracking and even Mastering!
The included ADIO (Analog-Digital In/Out) features a World Class USB2 Multi-Channel Computer Audio Interface along with discrete Audio I/O and routing capability that provides everything needed for A/V Authoring right on your desktop!

NOW: All The Benefits Of A Full Blown A/V Authoring System Right on Your Desktop!

The PX300 Desktop Audio Production Suite

The S300 Desktop Monitor Pair
brings Shadocaster phase clarity and room acoustics immunity to standard desktops and location shooting venues.

Self Diffusing Shadocaster Technology
In Compact Form
The PX300 combines our Mid-Sized Shadocaster Monitor, The S300, with the ADIO300, a Highly Automated, Multi-channel Signal I/O and Routing System
for use with a Computer Based DAW, and a new twist on Desktop Bass, the SB300 Desktop Bass unit. The SB300 sits under the user’s video monitor(s),
providing on on-desk, listener centered Low Frequency Audio from around 130Hz down to 30Hz without taking up any significant desktop “real estate”
The result is an extremely flexible and “desk friendly” Audio Authoring Solution that’s simple to set up and run, and requires little to no engineering experience to maintain.
The PX300 system features almost exactly the same benefits as the PX600. Although it is meant for smaller spaces and lower levels than the PX600, it too
was designed from the ground up to provide the user with a very high level of confidence in work flow quality at every stage of a project. From the start,
we knew that our users were much more likely to be Music or Video professionals than Engineering professionals, and would need a much more intuitive
approach to the process of mix, re-mix, and mastering than ever before. As with the PX600, this meant that we had to reduce all details and complexity to
the point where a rank beginner could process and rapidly improve, while affording the seasoned professional with all the flexibility that might be needed.

“The Phasx PX300 System is the only professional monitor and interface system I know of which is both small enough for an
extended tour, and also has enough low extension and overall clarity to use in evaluating daily material for thr upcoming
2Cellos live album tour.”
MIRO VODOVIC, FOH and Recording Engineer/Producer,2 Cellos

PHASX ADIO300 and SoundBase300

ADIO 300 192/24 Multichannel
Interface & Routing System

The Phasx ADIO300 is, like the ADIO600, the first of a brand-new class of Studio Hardware: We integrated a World Class Multichannel Computer Audio Interface with a very
advanced Studio Monitor Controller and Room EQ System. Then we placed it all under
the control of a comprehensive set of Command and Control Apps designed to let you
monitor and control every aspect of your systems performance and connectivity. Here
are just a few of its many features:
• All Digital Inputs are processed through an Analog Devices Asynchronous Rate Converter so that you never have to even think about Source or Destination Bit Rate/
Depth. Everything is automatically converted to the bit rate you selected at your
DAW.
• An indispensable PADR-2 Desktop Remote Control is included as standard.
• A pair of In-Geniust® Balanced Analog Inputs are standard
• Two separately controllable headphone amplifiers are included
• An Equal Level Adjustable A/B comparator provides the ultimate in “Auratone/
NS10” type comparison with both real and simulated external third party Powered
Monitors.
• “Listen In” features let you check source quality during tracking/recording without
disturbing your DAW in any way.

SoundBase 300

The Phasx SB300 (Sound Bass 300) is a new twist on truly usable Desktop Bass. The
Unit is a Sealed Box alignment (that's right, near zero stored energy). It features 2
5.5 inch down-firing bass drivers that are in use from about 120 Hz down to 30Hz.
Because of it's user-centered “under-the-video-monitor” position, IATD is never a
problem, but just in case it's needed, an optional second SB300 can be instantly added to the system. All the needed electronics and Power Amps are already built in!

PHASX PADR-2 Desktop Remote and iPad APP
ADIO 300 192/24 Multichannel
Interface & Routing System

ADIO 300 192/24 Multichannel
Interface & Routing System

Iphone/Ipad
Not Included

ALL Phasx PX Systems come with a free downloadable APP that provides
(along
with
many
others)
the
following
core
benefits:
A Universal Access page in the APP helps maintain user confidence in quality by visually
monitoring the level and routing of every input and output, and gives the user access to a
configurable Room EQ system capable of storing and recalling EQ data for up to 10 rooms

A Switching/Comparison Page provides all the functionality of a sophisticated Studio Monitor Controller and allows equal level comparison
A Routing Page Allows the user friendly ADIO600 chassis to be morphed into a fully
configurable Signal Routing System where any input can drive any or all outputs.
Individual gain controls for every input and output can be easily accessed
and stored in any of 10 available system projects presets for instant recall.

The PADR-2 is a simple, wired Desktop Remote Control for both the
ADIO300 and the ADIO600. It allows the user to perform all the most
common and useful switching and control actions available from the
ADIO platform
Volume and Mute
L-R Balance in 0.2dB increments
Stereo/Mono Switching

Instant switching (with inter-switch muting) between Mains, High
Pass Mains, Monitor Phones, Aux Powered Speakers and two Simulations
Talkback Mic and Switching
Gain, Status, and Over-limit indicators and display

Phasx PX150 Portable Audio Monitor System
TOP PERFORMANCE ANYTIME. ANYWHERE. ANYSPACE®

FLAWLESS PERFORMANCE IN ACOUSTICALLY
CHALLENGED SPACES

Shadocaster Magic In Ultra Portable Form
The PX150 system was designed with the input of many industry professionals, but particularly Miro Vodivic, FOH and Recording Engineer for 2-Cellos.
Miro Shared with us that tour transportation was his greatest single problem. He needed a system that could fly with him to every date on tour, set up
in a hotel room in minutes, and be used to review the day’s latest sound files. The PX 150 is built to be small enough, light enough, and rugged enough
to occupy a single medium sized “suitcase” style flight case, for travel anwhere your work might take you. In addition, the PX150 can be successfully
deployed in the most space challenged situation imaginable, from dorm room to location tent to editing bay.

The PX150 is the sub-miniature embodiment of all that we have learned from creating the PX600 and PX300 systems.

Deep Bass, Extreme Clarity, and Flawless
Sound Stage
Phasx S150 Satellite

The ADIO150-Bass

The S150 Mini-Satellite employs the same proven, patented anti-comb
filtering and self-diffusion technologies that make the 600 and 300 series so effective. Because of its extremely small size, the S150 is even
more effective at presenting a highly defined stereo field that is surprisingly immune to room accoustics. Which is really important, because
the PX150 system is designed to be used by students, videographers,
and road warriers, who are all forced to work in acoustic conditions that
are the most challenging in the entire professional audio industry.

The ADIO150-Bass combines the sealed box zero-stored-energy bass
quality of the SB300 with the flexibility of the ADIO300 in a reduced
complexity form intented primarily for stereo use. Equally at home in
mixing, remixing, and demo-style mastering, the ADIO150-Bass uses
the same Analog Devices DSP, XMOS USB, and Cirrus Logic converters as
the rest of the Phasx line, so sound quality is always impeccable! Wired
APP control is also available with a free download for your iPad, which
adds studio grade features such as routing and room EQ. At the entry
level price of the PX150, there is nothing in the industry to match it!

Phasx APPS Deliver Unmatched Flexibility
In A Portable Compact System
PX150 iPad APP

IPAD Not Included

ALL Phasx PX Systems come with a free downloadable APP that provides (along with many others) the following core benefits:
A Universal Access page in the APP helps maintain user confidence in quality by visually monitoring the level and routing of every input and output, and
gives the user access to a configurable Room EQ system capable of storing and recalling EQ data for up to 5 rooms

A Switching/Comparison Page provides all the functionality of a sophisticated Studio Monitor Controller and allows equal level comparison
A Routing Page Allows the user friendly ADIO150-Bass chassis to be morphed into a fully configurable Signal Routing System where any input
can drive any or all outputs.

S600B Monitor Specifications
The Included Bluetooth APP provides wireless realtime control over Volume, Mute,
Dim, Source Selection, Room EQ, Custom Voicing Selection and much more.
Available for iPhone/iPad now, and Android devices shortly, the App makes the dream
of 100% Digital Monitoring Signal Path a practical reality for every room.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True 3-Way Operation with Separately Amplified Woofer, Midrange, and Tweeter
28Hz to 23kHz +/- 1.5dB in Free Air Without a Subwoofer
100dBSPLContinuous & 120dBSPL Peaks at 1 Meter (pair)
In Genius® Balanced Analog Input for 90dB CMRR and
S/PDIF input with Asynchronous Rate Convertion for any rate to 192Khz, any depth to 24bit
Bluetooth Controlled Internal 32 bit Master Volume means NO Extra D-A or A-D conversions
400W of Elite Hypex nCore® Class D Amplification with Separate Woofer, Mid, and Tweeter Channels
Patented Acoustic Pinpoint™ system minimizes Multi-User and Continuity Issues
Proprietary Zero Attack-Time 3-Band Peak detectors protect drivers and warn the user of Compression
Flexible Room Corrrection Filter set provides 10 Bands of EQ to surgically remove Room Boom
Live Switchable Custom Voicing settings for both Mastering Style and Room optimization.

PX600 Authoring System Specifications
COMBINES:
S600B Ultra High Perfomance Desktop Monitor Pair
ADIO600 Flexible DAW Interface, I/O and Routing System
PADR “Driver’s Seat” Desktop Wired Remote for ADIO600
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mac and Windows compatable USB2 High Speed Multichannel Interface
Comprehensive Mulitichannel I/O Recording System: Completes any modern DAW
8 Simultaneous Channels Up/ 8 Simultaneous Channels Down @ Any Rate/Depth
on on any channel to 192/24 * In Geniustm Balanced Analog Stereo Input
AES/EBU, S/PDIF, and Toslink Digital Inputs any rate to 192/24
8X simultaneous HDMI Digital PCM inputs any rate to 192/24
Built in Tracking ‘phone feed system with Talk-Back
Facilities to drive and Equal Level Compare NS-10/Auratone type “Sanity Checkers”
In Session control through INCLUDED PADR wired Desktop Remote
Comprehensive Room, Session, and Signal Routing Control iPad Interface with included App
Multiple, Simultaneous Headphone Amplifers with individual level controls
Comprehensive Room Correction Facilties
Comprehensive Custom Voicing Capabilities

S300 Authoring System Specifications
S300 High Perfomance Desktop Monitor Pair
SB300 Sealed Box Desktop Woofer System for true 3-way operation
Flexible DAW Interface, I/O and Routing System
P ADR “Driver’s Seat” Desktop Wired Remote for ADIO300
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Mulitichannel I/O Recording System: Completes any modern DAW, MAC or Windows
8 Simultaneous Channels Up/ 8 Simultaneous Channels Down @ Any Rate/Depth on any channel to 192/24
Balanced Analog Stereo Inputs * AES/EBU, S/PDIF, and Toslink Digital Inputs any rate to 192/24
8X simultaneous HDMI Digital PCM inputs any rate to 192/24
Built in Tracking ‘phone feed system with Talk-Back capability
Extensive Simulations of End User Playback Systems w/instant A/B : GUARANTEES MESSAGE
INTELLIGIBILITY
Facilities to drive and Equal Level Compare NS-10/Auratone type “Sanity Checkers”
In Session control through INCLUDED PADR wired Desktop Remote
Comprehensive Room, Session, and Signal Routing Control iPad Interface with included App
Headphone Amplifers with individual level controls
Comprehensive Room Correction Facilties *Comprehensive Custom Voicing Capabilities

PX150 Authoring System Specifications
PX150 High Perfomance Desktop Monitor Pair
PX150 Sealed Box Desktop Woofer System for true 3-way operation
UNHEARD-OF Price/Performance Ratio
Flexible DAW Interface, I/O, and Routing System
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features Using Free APP for iOS and (coming soon) Android devices:

Comprehensive Mulitichannel I/O Recording System: Completes any modern DAW, MAC or Windows
4 Simultaneous Channels Up/ 4 Simultaneous Channels Down @ Any Rate/Depth on any channel to 192/24
Analog Stereo Inputs, S/PDIF, and Toslink Digital Inputs any rate to 192/24
Bluetooth Audio Input
Built in Tracking ‘phone feed system with Talk-Back capability
Extensive Simulations of End User Playback Systems w/instant A/B : GUARANTEES MESSAGE
INTEL LIGIBILITY and Musical Impact on nearly ANY end-user playback system.
Ability to drive and Equal Level Compare NS-10/Auratone type “Sanity Checkers”
Comprehensive Room, Session, and Signal Routing Control iPad Interface with included App
Headphone Amplifers with individual level controls
Comprehensive Room Correction Facilties and Comprehensive Custom Voicing Capabilities
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